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NRR-PMDAPEm Resource

From: Nevins, Kathleen J. <kjnevins@firstenergycorp.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:50 PM
To: Hughey, John
Subject: [External_Sender] Information Requests Related to DBNPS FIP
Attachments: NRC FIP Question E11 Loads with KW.pdf; NRC FIP Question E12 Loads with KW.pdf; 

NRC FIP Question F11 Loads with KW.pdf; NRC FIP QuestionF12 Loads with KW.pdf

To support the review of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) Final Integrated Plan (FIP), the following 
responses to your information requests are provided. 
 
Request:  
Please provide information to address the worst case required SFP makeup scenario of 12.7 hours post-ELAP 
identified in DBNPS FIP Section 2.16. 
 
Response: 
The worst case scenario that required spent fuel pool (SFP) makeup at 12.7 hours post-ELAP was based on a calculation 
prepared during the development of the strategies. A subsequent engineering review determined that the calculation 
used an excessively conservative value for the reduced inventory scenario. Therefore, an engineering evaluation of this 
issue was conducted and the results were captured in NORM-LP-7204, Davis-Besse FLEX Strategy Design & Equipment 
Bases Detail, Appendix 1. Based on the evaluation, there will always be at least 18.34 hours available for operation 
action to establish makeup to the SFP. That shortest time is for a full-core offload scenario, with no fuel in the reactor 
vessel, in which case all the available resources can be focused on establishing makeup to the SFP during a time where 
excess resources are available (Mode 6, defueled). In all other scenarios, more than 37 hours will be available to 
establish SFP makeup. This is adequate time for additional resources to reach the site and augment the operating staff. 
 
With continuous level monitoring and very minor manpower to connect 3” hose from emergency feedwater (EFW) in 
Mechanical Penetration Room 3 (MPR3) to makeup (MU) header in the SFP area, this task can be completed easily 
within the time frame. 
 
NORM-LP-7201, Davis-Besse FLEX Validation Process Report, identifies validation was completed on 4/13/2016 for FSG 
DB-OP-02711, Alternate Spent Fuel Pool Makeup (Attachment 18 – Level B Validation).  
 
DB-OP-02711 also utilizes “IF AT ANY TIME” statements to restore and monitor SFP levels. 
 
The FIP was not updated to reflect the results of the engineering evaluation conducted. A Document Change Request is 
being processed to revise the FIP and DB-OP-02711 to align the data in those documents with the evaluation in NORM-
LP-7204 to preclude confusion in the future. 
 
Request [Electrical Reviewer]: 
What are the electrical loads for the FLEX DG for Phase 2 and Phase 3 of the ELAP? 
 
Response: 
 
As discussed in the telephone call, this request was modified to provide the load lists for Phase 2 with kW values. The 
updated load lists for Phase 2 (480V E1 and F1 loading), including kW values for the loads that are expected to be 
energized, are attached to this e-mail. 
 
Request [Electrical Reviewer]: 
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The ventilation calcs seem to just report a maximum temperature for a particular room/area. The reviewer would like 
to discuss timing and duration issues such as how long before max temp is reached and if portable ventilation is 
installed or other actions taken. [Follow-up NRC e-mail stated in part, “We feel that we need to be able to determine 
that actions/portable ventilation/restoration of normal ventilation will be accomplished before the rooms hit their 
maximum allowed temperatures.”]  
 
Response: 
C-ME-099.25-001, Auxiliary Building Room Temperatures during an ELAP, determined maximum room temperatures 
using existing design basis calculations. Once room temperatures were determined to not exceed or approach 
equipment limitations, no further analysis was pursued. Temporary ventilation was designed into the strategy for 
habitability related concerns, and operations will pursue restoring normal ventilation as resources are available with 
consideration for other power needs during the event. There are no time sensitive actions required to implement the 
strategy; however, the FSGs were written with consideration for habitability and resources will be assigned as they 
become available. 
 
Additional Detail on Phase Rotation for Electrical Reviewer 
The FLEX Operator Aid for the bus connection device does include a step (1.5) for phase rotation. 
1.5 Proper phase rotation should be verified once all in-plant AND NSRC connections are made. Refer to TSC guidance as 
applicable. 
 
Request [Reactor Systems Reviewer]: 
Quick question about the available instrumentation at Davis-Besse – Section 2.3.6 of the FIP does not discuss SG 
pressure, which is a required instrument per NEI 12-06. DBNPS FSG-7 (DB-OP-02707) gives methods to read SG 
pressure locally through various means, so this issue appears to be covered in the SE. But it is unusual for this 
instrument to not be available at all through battery power, and the reviewer would appreciate it if you could confirm 
that this is the case. 
 
Response: 
After DC load shed, DBNPS does not have SG1 pressure indication, but SG2 pressure is available. In the timeline, EFW is 
supplied to SG1 initially, and DBNPS is on main steam safety valves (MSSVs). As such, operators know that SG1 pressure 
is 1,050 psig. The EFW cross-tie to SG2 and the establishment of local atmospheric vent valve (AVV) control, occurs at ~1 
hour point. Based upon time after shutdown, DBNPS would know the required auxiliary feedwater (AFW) flow in order 
to remove decay heat that is in the core. DBNPS would establish the required total EFW flow, by balancing the flows to 
the SGs and matching SG level and AVV positions. DBNPS would also monitor RCS temperature to make sure that it was 
constant or slightly lowering. By matching EFW flows, SG levels, and AVV positions, and tracking SG2 pressure, there is 
confidence that SG1 pressure is similar. When resources are available, local readings could be taken for SG1 pressure. 
 
NEI 12-06, Section 3.2.1.10, Instrumentation and Controls, uses the following language: Typically, these parameters 
would include the following: . . . SG Pressure . . . 
 
DBNPS has interpreted the language to not be a “requirement” and, therefore, has elected to load shed power that 
would supply SG1 pressure indication. The basis (or alternate method) is described in the text above. 
 
 
This e-mail, including the attachments, may be placed on the docket as needed to support the development of the 
safety evaluation. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Kathleen J. Nevins 
Fleet Licensing 
A-WAC-B1 
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Office: 330-315-6840 
Cell: 567-277-0416 
 

The information contained in this message is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the 
recipient(s) named above. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or an agent 
responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this 
document in error and that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately, and delete the 
original message.  
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